Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Recently, researchers have very successfully applied interval-valued data in information processing and uncertainty management. Related works on applications of interval-valued data include \[[@CR13], [@CR21]--[@CR25]\], and many more. With broad applications of interval computing, the IEEE Standard Association has released the IEEE Standards for Interval Arithmetic \[[@CR19]\] and \[[@CR20]\] recently.

This work is a continuation of the stock market interval-valued annual variability forecasts reported in \[[@CR10], [@CR11], [@CR13], [@CR14], [@CR16]\], and \[[@CR17]\]. In which, a real world six-dimensional point-valued monthly dataset is first aggregated into an interval-valued annual sample. Then, interval-valued annual predictions are made with interval least-squares (ILS) regression \[[@CR15]\]. Comparing against the commonly used point-valued confidence interval predictions with ordinary least-squares (OLS), the interval approach increased the average accuracy ratio of annual stock market forecasts from 12.6% to 64.19%, and reduced the absolute mean error from 72.35% to 5.17% \[[@CR14]\] with the same economical model \[[@CR4]\] and the same raw dataset.

The quality improvements are significant. However, several questions arising from previous results still need to be answered. Among them are: What is the theoretic reason for such a significant quality improvements?What are the impacts of data aggregation methods on the results? andWhat are the impacts of probability distributions on the entropy of an interval-valued dataset?

In this paper, we investigate these questions from the perspective of information theory \[[@CR9]\]. To be able to calculate and compare entropies of interval-valued datasets, it is necessary to establish the concepts and algorithms on probability and entropy for interval-valued datasets. In our work \[[@CR18]\], also published in this volume, we lay down both theoretic and algorithmic foundations for the investigation reported in this work. In which, point-valued statistic, probabilistic, and entropy measures for interval-valued datasets are established in details with practical algorithms. Interested readers should refer that article for a solid theoretical foundation.

In the rest of this paper, we briefly review related previous work, such as the stock market annual variability forecasting, the dataset, and information entropy in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}. We try to answer the question why interval-valued data leading better quality forecasts through comparing information entropy of interval-valued samples against point-valued ones in Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. We calculate and compare the impacts of two aggregation methods (min-max and confidence intervals) associated together with commonly used probability distributions (uniform, normal, and beta) in Sect. [4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. We summarize the main results and possible future work in Sect. [5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}.

Related Previous Works {#Sec2}
======================

We first briefly review the dataset and the stock market annual variability forecasts; and then introduce related concepts and algorithms of calculating entropies of a point-valued dataset and of an interval-valued dataset.

The Stock Market Annual Variability Forecasting and the Dataset {#Sec3}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The S & P 500 index is broadly used as a indicator for the overall stock market. The main challenge in studying the stock market is its volatility and uncertainty. Modeling the relationship between the stock market and relevant macroeconomic variables, Chen, Roll, and Ross \[[@CR4]\] established a broadly accepted model in economics to forecast the overall level of the stock market. According to their model, the changes in the overall stock market value ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This relationship can be expressed as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} SP_t = a_t + I_t(IP_t) + U_t(UI_t) + D_t(DI_t) + F_t(DF_t) +T_t(TM_t) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$By using historic data, one may estimate the coefficients of ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) to forecast changes of the overall stock market. The original dataset used in \[[@CR14]\] and \[[@CR17]\] consists of monthly data from January 1930 to December 2004 in 75 years for the six variables. Here are few sample lines of the data:

To make an annual stock market forecast, a commonly used approach is to make a point-valued annual sample first, such as the end of each year, i.e., December data, or annual minimum for predicting the min, or annual maximum for estimating the max. Applying OLS to estimate the coefficients in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), people are able to make a point-valued prediction. By adding and subtracting a factor (usually denoted as *Z*) of the standard deviation to the point-valued prediction, one form a confidence interval as an annual variability forecast. However, such confidence interval forecasting methods have never been widely used in the literature because of the poor forecasting quality \[[@CR2]\] and \[[@CR7]\] in forecasting the stock market. Normally, the forecasting intervals are so narrow that there is only a 50% chance, or even less, that a future point lies inside the interval \[[@CR5]\] and \[[@CR6]\]. In other cases, the forecasting intervals can be so wide that the forecasts are meaningless. This poor forecasting quality is deeply rooted in the methodology of point-based confidence interval forecasting.

Instead of commonly used point-valued approach, an interval-valued method has been proposed and applied for the annual stock market variability forecasts \[[@CR14]\]. In which, the annual minimum and maximum form an interval-valued (min-max) sample of the year. By applying an interval least-squares algorithm \[[@CR13]\] with the interval-valued sample, significant quality improvements of predictions are obtained. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the interval-valued annual forecasts comparing against the actual variations of S & P 500 from 1940--2004. In which, a ten-year sliding window was used to make an out of sample forecast.Fig. 1.Annual interval forecasts vs. actual market variations from 1940--2004

Further studies on forecasting the stock market \[[@CR10]\] and \[[@CR11]\], variability of mortgage rates \[[@CR12]\], crude oi price prediction \[[@CR29]\], and others, have consistently reported that the quality of variability forecasts with interval-valued samples and interval least-squares are significantly better than that of with point-valued samples and OLS.

As the main objective of this work, we want to investigate the major reason for such significant quality improvements through computing and comparing the entropies of point- and interval-valued samples.

Information Entropy of a Point- and an Interval-Valued Dataset {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Our investigations are carried out through calculating and comparing information entropy, i.e., the average rate at which information produced by a stochastic source of data \[[@CR28]\].

Shannon defines the entropy for a discrete dataset $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x_i$$\end{document}$. In information theory, Shannon's entropy has been referred as information entropy, and it has been used as a measure of information in data. Viewing the stock market as a stochastic source of data, we try to measure and compare the amount of information contained in datasets.

For a point-valued dataset *X*, we may estimate its entropy practically with the algorithm below:

Applying available software tools, one can easily implement the steps in Algorithm 1 above. For example, calling the histogram method in Python numpy module returns the counts and bins in a histogram of a dataset. The rests are straightforward to implement.

However, it is not that straightforward to calculate information entropy of an interval-valued dataset. By the term interval, we mean a connected subset of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varvec{x}_{1}, \varvec{x}_{2}, \dots \varvec{x}_{n}$$\end{document}$. Applying ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) to calculate the entropy of **X** demands a probability distribution of **X**. Our paper \[[@CR18]\] provides the theoretic and algorithmic foundations needed for calculating a point-valued probability of an interval-valued dataset. For readers' convenience, here are two related definitions and a theorem from that paper:

### Definition 1 {#FPar1}
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### Theorem 1 {#FPar2}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} f(x) = \frac{ \sum _{i=1}^n pdf_i(x)}{\displaystyle n} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$is a *pdf* of **X**.

With ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}), we define the entropy for an interval-valued dataset $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 2 {#FPar3}
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### Example 1 {#FPar4}

Find a *pdf* and entropy for the interval-valued sample dataset $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Example [1](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"} illustrates the availability of a point-valued $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$pdf$$\end{document}$ for an interval-valued dataset. For more theoretic and algorithmic details, please refer \[[@CR18]\]. We are ready now to investigate the question: why does the interval-valued approach significantly improve the quality of variability forecasts?

Why Does the Interval-Valued Approach Significantly Improve the Quality of Variability Forecasts? {#Sec5}
=================================================================================================

Previous results have evidenced that the interval-valued approach can significantly improve the quality of forecasts in different areas (such as the stock market annual variability, the variability of the mortgage rate \[[@CR12]\], and the variability of crude oil price \[[@CR15]\]). However, using the same economical model and the same original dataset but point-valued samples, the quality of forecasts are much worse. To investigate the possible cause, we should examine the entropies of interval-valued and point-valued input datasets evidently.

Applying Algorithm 1 on point-valued annual samples of the six-dimensional financial dataset, we calculate their attribute-wise entropy. The four point-valued annual samples are December only, annual minimum, annual maximum, and annual midpoint[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}. With the Algorithm 3 in \[[@CR18]\], we calculate the attribute-wise entropy of the annual min-max interval-valued sample. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the results. In which, the first row lists each of the six attributes in the dataset. The second to the last rows provide values of attribute-wise entropy of five different samples: December only, Annual minimum, Annual maximum, Annual midpoint, and Annual min-max interval, respectively.Table 1.Entropy comparisons of different samplesUIDISPIPDFTMDecember only2.328552.011832.129412.059782.397062.33573Annual minimum2.330762.169332.280352.098712.194222.62452Annual maximum1.884692.302661.533281.880452.346932.35843Annual mean2.048772.559612.316512.073232.098172.47341Annual min-max intvl.4.341923.068513.958384.302133.953594.31941

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} provides a visualized comparison of these entropy. From which, we can observe the followings:Fig. 2.Attribute-wise entropy comparison of point- and interval-valued samples

The attribute-wise information entropies vary along with different samples. However, the attribute-wise entropies of the interval-valued sample are clearly much higher than that of any point-valued ones. Comparatively, the entropies of point-valued samples do not differ significantly. This indicates that the amount of information in these point-valued samples measured with entropies are somewhat similar. But, they are significantly less than that of the interval-valued ones. The greater the entropy is, the more information may possibly be extracted from. This is why the interval-valued forecasts can produce significantly better forecasts in \[[@CR10], [@CR11], [@CR14]\], and others.

In both theory and practice, meaningless noises and irregularities may increase the entropy of a dataset too. However, it is not the case here in this study. The interval rolling least-squares algorithm \[[@CR16]\] has successfully extracted the additional information and made significant quality improvements. The advantages of using interval-valued samples instead of point-valued ones have also been observed in predicting variations of the mortgage rate \[[@CR12]\], the crude oil price \[[@CR15]\], and others. The interval-valued samples indeed contain more meaningful information. Therefore, in making variability forecasts like the stock market, it is preferable of using interval-valued samples rather than point-valued ones.

Here is an additional note. The attribute-wise entropies of the annual min-max interval-valued sample in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and the sum of entropies of the point-valued annual minimum and maximum are similar. If one uses the point-valued annual minimum and annual maximum separately, can he obtain quality forecasts similar to that of using the min-max interval-valued sample? Unfortunately, an empirical study show that is not the case. In \[[@CR11]\], a comparison of the following two approaches is reported. One of the two is of applying the point-valued annual minimum and maximum samples to predict annual lower and upper bounds of the market with the OLS separately. Then, confidence intervals are constructed as annual variability forecasts. The other applies the ILS with the min-max interval-valued sample. The quality of forecasts produced in the later approach is still much better than that of the former approach. In \[[@CR10]\], using the sample of annual midpoints is studied for the same reason of performance comparison. The ILS with interval-valued annual sample still significantly outperform the point-valued approach in terms of higher average accuracy ratio, lower mean error, and a higher stability in terms of less standard deviation. This suggests that, to extract information from an interval-valued sample, one should use the ILS instead of OLS.

Impacts of Data Aggregation Strategies and Probability Distributions on Calculating the Entropy of an Interval-Valued Dataset {#Sec6}
=============================================================================================================================

Yes, an interval-valued sample may contain more information than a point-valued sample does. But, there are various strategies, such as in \[[@CR1], [@CR8]\] and others, to aggregate data other than the min-max method. What are the impacts of different aggregation strategies on the entropy of resulting interval-valued dataset? Furthermore, in calculating the entropy of an interval-valued dataset, Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) requires the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In studying probability distribution of interval-valued annual stock market forecasts, point-valued data are aggregated with confidence intervals instead of annual min-max intervals \[[@CR17]\]. In which, the points within a year are first fit with a normal distribution attribute-wise. Then, confidence intervals are formed at a selected level of probabilistic confidence with an intention of filtering out possible outliers. With different levels of confidence (by adjusting the Z-values), the interval-valued samples vary. So do the variability forecasts. However, we have observed that the variations are not very significant at all when *Z* is between 1.25 to 2, see \[[@CR17]\]. Specifically, the average accuracy ratio associated with the Z-values are: 61.75% with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In calculating the attribute-wise entropy of the annual min-max interval-valued sample with Algorithm 3 in \[[@CR18]\] earlier, we have assumed a uniform distribution for each interval. In addition to uniform distribution, we consider both normal and beta distributions in this work because of their popularity in applications. In this study, we computationally investigate the impacts of a combination of an aggregation strategy associated with a probabilistic distribution on the entropy of resulting interval-valued data. We report our numerical results on each of the following four combinations: Min-max interval with uniform distribution;Fitting data with a normal distribution then forming confidence interval with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} lists attribute-wise entropies for each of the four cases above. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} provides a visual comparison. Python modules numpy and scipy are used as the main software tools in carrying out the computational results.Table 2.Entropy comparison of data aggregation methods and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We now analyze each of the outputs from (a)--(d) in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

The line (a) is exactly the same as the min-max interval line in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. This is because of that we have already assumed uniform distribution in calculating the attribute-wise entropy for each of the min-max intervals.

The line (b) indicates that the entropies of the interval-valued sample formed with the method (b) are much less than that of the interval-valued one, i.e., the line (a). This is not by an accident. Equation ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) uses the arithmetic average of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf{X} $$\end{document}$. As we know, the sum of normal random variables follows a normal distribution. Therefore, the resulting interval-valued dataset obtained with (b) follows a normal distribution, which is determined only by its mean and standard deviation with much less irregularity. Therefore, the calculated entropy is much less than that of (a). However, one should not abolish confidence interval aggregation at all. The only thing causing the relatively less entropy is the entropy calculation, in which, we assumed normal distribution for each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The line (c) shows the results obtained with the same confidence intervals in (b) but then assuming a uniform distribution for each interval in calculating the entropy. The Corollary 2 in \[[@CR18]\] makes this practically doable. Notice that the lines (c) and (a) are fairly close to each other comparing against (b) and (d). This means that using a confidence interval to aggregate points can still be a valid practical approach. Computational results in \[[@CR17]\] repeated below further verify the claim as an evidence. By adjusting the *Z*-values of normal distribution, several interval-valued annual samples are formed at different levels of probabilistic confidence. Using them, that work reports some changes in overall quality of the stock market annual forecasts. The average accuracy ratio associated with the Z-values are: 61.75% with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Z = 2.00$$\end{document}$. They are very close to 64.19% reported in \[[@CR14]\] with the min-max intervals. The relatively overall closeness of line (c) and (a) can be an explanation for the similarity of the average accuracy ratios. The closeness of (a) and (c) also implies that adjusting the Z-value in data aggregation may slightly improve the quality of forecasts but not significantly. Lastly, the ILS algorithm \[[@CR15]\] does not depend on any specific probability distribution but the calculation of entropy does. Therefore, in calculating entropy of samples formed with confidence intervals, assuming a uniform distribution can be a good choice like in the reported case study of stock market forecasting. Unless, each attribute follows a normal distribution indeed.

The line (d) is much lower than the rests. However, we ignore it because of the reasons explained below. In our implementation, we call the beta.fit in scipy.stats module to estimate the parameters of a beta distribution, which fits the data best. During run time, we have encountered multiple run-time warnings although our implementation returns the reported attribute-wise entropy. After checking our code carefully without finding any bugs, we examine the latest available official documentation of scipy updated on December 19, 2019. Regarding beta fit, it states "The returned answer is not guaranteed to be the globally optimal MLE (Maximum Likelihood Estimate), it may only be locally optimal, or the optimization may fail altogether" \[[@CR27]\]. We do not have any other explanations for the numerical results. Due to the run-time warnings and current software documentation, we accept that the specific computational results on (d) are not reliable as a fact.

Conclusions and Possible Future Work {#Sec7}
====================================

Applying interval-valued data rather than point-valued ones, researchers have made very significant quality improvements of variability forecasts. This work strongly suggests that the significant quality improvements in previous studies very much likely come from the interval-valued inputs. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} clearly shows that the attribute-wise entropies of an interval-valued sample are much higher than that of those point-valued samples. The more information contained in the input data, the higher quality outputs could be expected. Furthermore, the interval least-squares algorithm \[[@CR15]\] can be applied to successfully extract information from an interval-valued sample rather than using the traditional ordinary least-squares approaches as reported in \[[@CR11]\] and others.

Computational results also conclude that both min-max and confidence intervals can be effectively used to aggregate point-valued data into intervals. Both of them may lead to similarly well quality variability forecasts with the evidence on the stock market reported in \[[@CR3]\] and \[[@CR17]\]. This is because of that they may result in interval-valued samples with similar entropies as illustrated in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} lines (a) and (c). While the interval least-squares algorithm itself does not demand probability distribution information at all, calculating the entropy of an interval-valued dataset does. The lines (b) and (c) in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} suggest that a uniform probability distribution on each interval can be a good choice in calculating the entropy of an interval-valued dataset.

In summary, this work provides information theoretic evidences, in addition to empirical results published previously, on the followings:Using interval-valued samples together with ILS is preferable than using point-valued ones with OLS in variability forecasts like predicting annual variability of the stock market and others.Applying min-max interval and/or confidence interval (at an appropriate level of confidence) to aggregate points into intervals may result in interval-valued samples containing similar amount of information.When estimating the entropy of an interval-valued dataset with ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}), it can be a good choice of assuming a uniform distribution on each interval. Unless, it follows a normal distribution indeed.

The future work may consist of both sides of application and theory. With the information theoretic evidence, we have validated previously published results with interval-valued data and ILS. Therefore, applying interval methods in variability forecasts with uncertainty has a high priority. On the theoretic side, we should indicate that attribute-wise entropy is not exactly the same as the entropy of a multidimensional dataset. Investigating attribute-wise entropy in this study is not only because of its simplicity, but also because \[[@CR18]\] only provides point-valued probability and entropy for single dimensional interval-valued datasets. Therefore, establishing point-valued probability and entropy for a multidimensional interval-valued dataset is among future works too.

The arithmetic average of annual min and annual max.
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